Parsing the RadioLive interview

Heffernan

- Shows deep knowledge of the wind farm as a lead actor in the conspiratorial fraud against Palmerston North City
- Lies about the size – 4 times bigger than Te Apiti
- Acknowledges issues victims will face but lies when claiming their voices will be heard
- Disingenuously claims Call-In savings will be beneficial to those affected
- Pushes the Call-In which strips all rights from locals
  [The whole process as we now know from the wind farm agreement was totally rigged and that PNCC ratepayers will be mown down]

Stichbury correctly points out the wind farm is

- Devastating to the city which was being sacrificed to the Emissions Trading Scheme [ETS]
- That Mighty River Power is lying about its location.  
  [10 KM outside the city puts the city boundary pretty much in Tremaine Avenue]
- Useless when the wind is not blowing, especially during winter evening peaks
- Cannot provide base load
- The process is rigged in favour of the applicant [the govt]
- Recommends listeners check out a website for real information